
The NACS Show 2015: Showcasing
convenience and fuel retailing
A key event on the calendar for anyone involved in the convenience and fuel retailing
industries, the NACS 2015 Show will kick-off in less than two weeks.

Thousands of visitors and up to 1,200 exhibitors will be meeting in the Las Vegas Convention Center
to take part in one of the largest trade shows in the United States, which spreads over 400,000
square-feet. From October 11th to the 14th professionals will participate in four days of exhibitions,
educational sessions, and numerous networking opportunities

At the NACS Show, the Petroleum Equipment Institute (PEI) will hold the biggest fuel and fluid
handling equipment trade fair in the US. A total of 209 fuel and fluid handling equipment related
companies will be participating in this year´s Pei Convention throughout 672 booths.

Leading industry players will be presenting their latest products and concepts. Wayne Fueling
Systems, sponsor of Petrol Plaza TV´s coverage of the NACS Show, will be displaying its two fuel
dispenser lines, the Wayne Ovation™2 and the Wayne Helix™, as well as other concepts.

One of this year´s hot topics is the new North American EMV regulations, which aim at converting the
American retailing industry from the magstripe legacy to the safer EMV chip card technology.

“Fuel retailers can learn more about how they can comply with new North American EMV regulations
with Wayne EMV® Solutions presented at the NACS Show,” said William Reichhold, Vice President,
North America, Wayne Fueling Systems.

As government officials harden their stance on safety and environmental standards, as demonstrated
by this year´s new underground storage tank regulation, retailers and equipment companies’ develop
new technologies to serve the needs of the market. 

Tokheim will be back at the Pei Convention 2015 showcasing its latest products. “A range of ProGauge
tank level gauges, Tank Lining and Fairbanks environmental and wetstock management solutions will
be demonstrated at the stand to offer lower total cost of ownership, safety and environmental
benefits to your business,” said Bill Arundel, Tokheim Group Sales & Marketing Director.

Organizers have set a special focus on the educational part of the NACS Show 2015, featuring an
extra day of general sessions and more than 55 educational presentations.
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“The NACS Show combines world-class education with cutting-edge products and services all wrapped
up in the best networking event in the convenience and retailing industry,” said NACS Chairman Steve
Loehr, Vice President of operations at LaCrosse, Wisconsin-based Kwik Trip.

According to NACS Show organizers, up to 20,000 attendees from more than 60 countries are
expected at Las Vegas for the 2015 trade fair.
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